The purpose of this paper is to study how much the condition that m(r)^A< 00 for all r>0 in the above theorem can be weakened without destroying the existence of the limit (1.1). The principal theorem is as follows: Theorem 2. Let u(z) be a subharmonic function. Suppose that1
(a) f \-^m(r)dr < e
•'ri for all ri>ri>N if N is selected sufficiently large for an arbitrary positive e and (b) lim sup r_1/2Af (r) < 00.
T-> 00
Then (1.1) exists (a non-negative finite limit).
We remark that each of the conditions r~%ilm(r)dr exists If lim supr^M r~"Mir) < <x> for some positive p < 1, w(z) is said to be of order less than one. Let u(z) be of order less than one and harmonic at z = 0. Then Heins [4] has proved the following representation theorem. "There exists a generalized positive mass distribution /x(e) defined for Borel set e in the finite plane such that (1.2) uiz) = «(0) + f log 1 --dp(er) for all finite z." Without loss of generality we may assume that u(z) is actually harmonic at 2 = 0 and re(0) =0. Let w(z) and S(z) be defined respectively, with arg w(z) =0 on the positive real axis, by (2.2) w(z) = Ul(z) + m(z) = J log (1 + -J dp*(t),
where Ui(z), V\(z), U(z) and V(z) denote real functions of z respectively. Then w(z) and S(z) are regular in |argz| <tt and
Mi(z) is an upper semi-continuous function on the negative real axis and Vi(z) is continuous except for at most a countable set on the negative real axis. If we define vi( -r) = Ttp.* (r) at the points at which Vi(z) is discontinuous, shows that for pi<R' <R and 0<M<M' <pi
Thus from (2.15) and (2.16), we get with arg w(z) =0 on the positive real axis [2] . Thus the proof of this theorem is completed.
4. Proof of Theorems 5 and 6. We consider ui(Z) of (2.2) under the hypothesis of (2.24). Ui(z) is the real part of the following function With the same method, we find the proof of Theorem 6 by the use of the equality (3.7).
